
Developing realistic
designs for the anti-
so leno id and DID
magnets is now of
critical importance!

Detector
Opens 2 m

Accelerator Physics: Special MDI Issues.

The interaction between accelerator
and detector physics issues requires
special attention for ILC performance,
operation and reliability goals.
Presently we are working out realistic
space requirements with SiD taking
installation & maintenance into account.
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Finding Ant i -So leno id Des ign
Requirements Compatible with SiD.
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2006-05-07 BNL Discussion: SiD Closed.
Tom’s first guess
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2006-05-07 BNL Discussion: SiD Open 2m.

SiD Yoke

Anti-Solenoid Needs Re-Optimization
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Bo = 5.0067 T
(for comparison)

Start by recreating original SiD
solenoid design with 5 T central
field, 100 mm plates spaced
50 mm apart and 200 mm yoke
opening as basis for comparison.

Note fringe field at Z=12 m is 153 gauss.

A First Pass Look at Redesigned Anti-
Solenoid in SiD (Slide: 1/3).
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(for comparison)

Modify SiD solenoid design, still
with same excitation current,
100 mm plates, 50 mm spacing
but now a 310 mm radius yoke
opening and compare the results.

Note fringe field at Z=12 m is 149 gauss.

A First Pass Look at Redesigned Anti-
Solenoid in SiD (Slide: 2/3).



12.6MA·Turns

1.4MA·Turns
inAnti-Solenoid Long’ Force is 62 Tons!

Added impact on the
central field is similar
to cutting back on yoke.

Long’ force on the
inner plate alone is
1574. Tons.

Brett’s first cryostat guess is 90 x 1700 mm

A First Pass Look at Redesigned Anti-
Solenoid in SiD (Slide: 3/3).
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Summary (1/2)
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Notes added after the 8 June presentation.

1) Cutout for anti-solenoid cryostat show on page is actually
90 x 1700 mm (not 100 x 1700 as previously indicated).

2) During the presentation Mike Harrison asked about using
high temperature superconductor (HTS) for the anti-solenoid
since it would be much nicer to handle a 62 Ton force at
a temperature higher than 4.4°K (heat load from supports).

Later the same day Ramesh Gupta and Bill Sampson presented
their results, at a BNL magnet division seminar, using HTS coils
in a R&D program to make HTS magnets for the RIA project.

It now looks encouraging to use HTS coils for the anti-solenoid
and thereby keep the cryostat structure simple and compact
(see photographs and calculations on next slides).
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RIA HTS Quadrupole At Various
Stages of Construction and Testing

Cold iron magnetic
mirror test with six coils

Warm iron magnetic mirror test with twelve coils

HTS coil winding with SS tape insulator

HTS coils during magnet assembly

The RIA HTS model
magnet has been
successfully built and
tested at BNL.
Experiments of magnet
operating with large
energy depositions (tens
of watts in 0.3 meter
long magnet) have also
been carried out.

Slide taken from Gupta’s presentation.
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Map of B Parallel to HTS Tape B Perpendicular to HTS Tape

Max. B|| = 2.1 T Max. B = 1.4 TT

With High Temperature Superconductor (HTS) have to keep track separately
of magnetic field components parallel & perpendicular to face of the tape.

Revise the Anti-Solenoid Design to Make
Use of HTS Tape Conductor (Io = 200 A).
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Summary (2/2) on 9 June, 2007

With a maximum perpendicular field component of 1.4 T
it seems not unreasonable to expect to run the anti-
solenoid at a ballpark temperature range of 20 to 35°K.

Then the cooling structure sould be quite simple. Gupta
and Sampson have used both cold gas flow and even
conduction cooling. Expect to save on radial space
compared to low temperature superconductor (LTS).
HTS working point is about LTS heat shield temperature.

Space needed to bring current leads and cryogens
through the yoke to the anti-solenoid will also be much
less as compared to an LTS solution.
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